
the upside down WEST propaganda world. 2014-5-23

Maybe the Boko Haram and CIA have been secretly connecting,which means USA could

liberate the girls.This fact could be drastic historical turning point of Obama administration

by disclosing deep sin of own nation.Which also could lead the upside down world to turn

straight way. At this point,Historical evaluation of Obama administration would be

determined.Whether becoming the final hero,or the final bad ,which is to be trialed and

determined by the massive decisive support of USA citizens.

[１]:The creation and deployment of brutal Takfiri militant groups to smear
Islam in service to Imperialism?.
（１）These sites reveal the upside down WEST nations world especially USA.

“Humanitarian Intervention” in Nigeria: Is the Boko Haram Insurgency Another CIA
Covert Operation? Wikileaks
http://www.globalresearch.ca/responsibilty-to-protect-is-nigerias-boko-haram-insurgency-an

other-cia-covert-operation-wikileaks/5381225

US governments well camouflaged policy of containment against Nigeria the ultimate goal of

which is to eliminate Nigeria as a potential strategic rival to the US in the African continent.

Is Boko Haram a psy-op ?.
http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2014/05/14/362619/is-boko-haram-a-psyop/
........................

To summarize: More than 200 alleged victims of the Boston Marathon bombing remain

nameless, without a shred of evidence that they even exist. The official Sandy Hook report,

likewise, withholds the names of victims and witnesses. And now the Nigerian government

offers no convincing evidence that any specific individuals were actually kidnapped, nor any

details about when or how the alleged kidnapping occurred.The government of Nigeria owes

the world a specific, coherent, fully-documented and transparent explanation of the

kidnapped-schoolgirls story. Likewise, the US government owes the world fully-transparent

accounts of the Boston and Sandy Hook events. In all of these cases - as with so many

other spectacular terrorist incidents - people have good reason to suspect that their

governments are lying to them

（２）To tell from very beginning,Al-Qaeda the name was made by CIA,which is a
phony organization for the aim of setting enemy of USA military.
Once author had read the article in below site(language=Japanese).

http://tanakanews.com/f0818terror.htm

http://www.globalresearch.ca/responsibilty-to-protect-is-nigerias-boko-haram-insurgency-another-cia-covert-operation-wikileaks/5381225
http://tanakanews.com/f0818terror.htm


[２]:The top 2 criminal events in recent upside down betrayal world
(especially USA-JAPAN the NAZIS Ally).
To tell from very the origin,only having repented USA could liberate all the world facing the

W collapse of global finance and deadly climate. Now author is try to reveal logical

facts(LGF) with observed facts(OBF) in order to derive an important thesis at now

world.That is,in order to establish decent ordered society,we must make
overwhelming agreement to act !!!.Why author employ LGFwith OBF is to turn their

mind,who has been perverse against the Religion.This is nothing,but logic.

＊A true is probable to be unique(K.Goedel:the completeness theorem(1930)).

＊A lie(failure),but not genuine is a contradiction which could cause a system

collapse.

＊A weapon merchant were selling with saying this spear can penetrate any sailed,while

that shield can protect any spear. A passinger asked the Chinese salesman " attack that

shield by this spear,then what would happen ??".

(1)9/11 inside job terror(2001) in NY twin tower attack for the aim of against the
Muslim Nations.

This Mendham event is substantially false flag wars causing unprecedented and

unnecessary global confusions against seeking truth and necessary salvation.The most evil

aspect is massive allowing for evident outrageous injustice,which has been causing

something conscious or unconscious desperate in righteous people minds.

The military industry complex with the plotter in USA must be accused.

http://www.911truth.org/

http://www.physics911.net/

http://www.911scholars.org/

(2)3/11 earthquake weapon attack(2011 Tohoku M9 earth quake of pseudo war

devastating Fukushima nuclear plants) for the aim of against Japan Democrats Group at

just trying to political liberation from invisible long conservative colonial regime of USA.

3/11 was Japan’s 9/11. It’s all documented folks
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/

HAARP tectonic warfare and Fukushima nuclear power plant disaster
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html

http://www.777true.ne/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf

http://www.911truth.org/
http://www.physics911.net/
http://www.911scholars.org/
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/
http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html
http://www.777true.ne/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf


Final power backup system had been setted off by the government and TEPCO(2003).
なぜ？2003年に原発の安全装置の先駆除が次々と決めたのか。安全 vs自爆。
http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/kawachikakekomian/11513646.html

福島第１原発の命綱の冷却システム『蒸気凝縮系機能』は外されていた

http://geocities.yahoo.co.jp/gl/matiplanplan/view/20110609/1307583720

Those are outrageous,but fact.The secret of modern Japan ruling could be seen in following

site,which reveales hidden but strong interference of UK-USA.That is,elite rulers in Japan

after the war has been substantially,unconsciously or consciously slavery of WEST

(UK,USA).That is ,they are almost betrayers.

http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf

Those are so infamous for author(and many Japanese wakened),so his site has entirely

been dedicating the liberation from the slavery regime.

Hereupon,by researching USA political affairs,he found also elites in USA at now are almost

all slavery of the substantial oligarchy.Not only USA,the world elites at now seems almost all

slavery of the Bilderberg(UK imperial and Rockefeller the imperial USA).It's infamous

also for all.Now it is not only mere infamous problem,but have become also the decisive
final problem(climate crisis)of whether we could survive or not.

Maybe,unless we could disclose the facts(1)(2),.....＝false flag wars camouflaging the

actual crisises(the W global collapse of finance and climate)

and unless we could repent the sins, the world could never be saved.

＊3. Aal-'Imran:75.
It is only Shaitan (Satan) that suggests to you the fear of his Auliya'

[supporters and friends (polytheists, disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah and in His Messenger,

Muhammad )], so fear them not, but fear Me, if you are (true) believers.

http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/kawachikakekomian/11513646.html
http://geocities.yahoo.co.jp/gl/matiplanplan/view/20110609/1307583720
http://www.noblequran.com/translation/surah3.html


[３]:As for Al Qur'an and The Bible:
<<Don't care who or what logician is,but ask what is true Anyone's telling +1=2(LOGIC
the method enables to derive truth) is absolute truth. Our final purpose is to derive
overwhelming agreement !!(＝absolute truth)>>

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

(0)The Supreme Logic of Islamism( ban on idolatry＝how to avoid error !!).
Al Qur'an 6:Surat Al-'An`ām (6:The Cattle)
6:74.And [mention, O Muhammad], when Abraham said to his father Azar,

"Do you take idols as deities? Indeed, I see you and your people to be in manifest error."
6:75.And thus did We show Abraham the realm of the heavens and the earth that he

would be among the certain [in faith].

6:76.So when the night covered him [with darkness], he saw a star. He said, "This is my

lord." But when it set, he said, "I like not those that disappear."

＊A human is to do error,while God does not.

＊＊Even the messenger Muhammad-himself could not be idol,but mere a human.

In picture of Angel Gabriel reberating to Muhammad,his face is masked by white cloth.

If not,those are fakes,which are seen websites

Note Al Qur'an never denay The Bible,but recommend it to read !!!.

(1)The original purpose of Christianism was democrat revolution against barbarian

tyranny, however due to the failure,those turned ethics teaches in WEST<Goethe>.

The Bible,Ephesians.6:12
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

The Bible,1 John http://bible.org/netbible/

5:3. For this is the love of God: that we keep his commandments. And his commandments

do not weigh us down,

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf


＊It is this commandments(contractions～ethics=absolute moral standard in each

individual's spirit)that can cause decent social order, thereby it is lawless
people(nation)who becomes against God (Order of truth,justice and love)!!!.

Al Qur'an 2. Al-Baqarah.
2.177:Righteousness is not that you turn your faces toward the east or the west, but [true]

righteousness is [in] one who believes in Allah , the Last Day, the angels, the Book, and the

prophets and gives wealth, in spite of love for it,

to relatives, orphans, the needy, the traveler, those who ask [for help], and for freeing slaves;

[and who] establishes prayer and gives zakah; [those who] fulfill their promise when they

promise; and [those who] are patient in poverty and hardship and during battle.

Those are the ones who have been true, and it is those who are the righteous.

2.288:Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity.

It will have [the consequence of] what [good] it has gained,

and it will bear [the consequence of] what [evil] it has earned.

"Our Lord, do not impose blame upon us if we have forgotten or erred.

Our Lord, and lay not upon us a burden like that which You laid upon those before us.

Our Lord, and burden us not with that which we have no ability to bear.

And pardon us; and forgive us; and have mercy upon us.

You are our protector, so give us victory over the disbelieving people."

(2)The West has been accusing Islam by lies for causing false flag wars.
9/11 is nothing,but false accusation to make war in Middle East,which are evidently and

entirely sin of WEST,but not Muslim nations. The original purpose of Islamism was also

establishing decent social order by concreat ethics with teach of holy war against invaders.

So long as author's reading on Al Qur'an,nothing contradiction and no compelling religion,on

the contrary,reasonable,generous and mercyful. As the historical fact,era after Muhammad
,Islam nations accomplished unprecedented enlarging prosperity with the religion in their

culture and civilization. Though, it is frequent and urgent WEST nations invasions(the

crusade wars,.....,establishing Israel by the false promises and following wars between

Israel)in Muslim nations might have caused them something ungenerous against WEST.

<An expert point out the tragedy due to separation between politics and the religion

compelled by WEST power in moder era>



Some actual rituals in the Muslim nations at now seem author rather disagree with the

original teach. A typical example may be excluding Judaism and Christianism and some

rituals seems without generous and mercyful. Some rich oil nations are building extravagant

towers,but not spending zahah for poor nations people. (but exception is the colonel

M.Gadaafi,who were assassinated by WEST).

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/12/why-they-killed-gaddafi-a-story-you-must-read/

As radical fights in Middle East and etc with those consequence,people in not Muslim

nations are brain washed to hate Islamism. Prosperity by oil income is strong delusion to

cause our extinction,so that it is oil rich nations who must develop emergent non carbon

engineering.

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/

.

So far authors reading on the holy books ,Christianism is entirely idealism( ?),but Islamism

seems actual-ism(～pragmatism). However,both are the same for the final purpose to
accomplish decent ordered society by massive agreement(the belief on God).

2. Al-Baqarah 256.There is no compulsion in religion. Verily, the Right Path has become

distinct from the wrong path. Whoever disbelieves in Taghut and believes in Allah, then he

has grasped the most trustworthy handhold that will never break.

And Allah is All-Hearer, All-Knower.

2.190: And fight in the Way of Allah those who fight you, but transgress not the limits.

Truly, Allah likes not the transgressors. [This Verse is the first one that was revealed in

connection withJihad, but it was supplemented by another (V.9:36)].

191. And kill them wherever you find them, and turn them out from where they have turned

you out. And Al-Fitnah is worse than killing. And fight not with them at Al-Masjid-al-Haram

(the sanctuary at Makkah),unless they (first) fight you there. But if they attack you, then kill

them. Such is the recompense of the disbelievers.

192. But if they cease, then Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

193. And fight them until there is no more Fitnah (disbelief and worshipping of others along

with Allah) and (all and every kind of) worship is for Allah (Alone). But if they cease, let there

be no transgression except against Az-Zalimun (the polytheists, and wrong-doers, etc.)

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/12/why-they-killed-gaddafi-a-story-you-must-read/
http://www.777true.net/
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.gizmag.com/saphonian-bladeless-wind-turbine/24890/


194. The sacred month is for the sacred month, and for the prohibited things, there is the

Law of Equality (Qisas). Then whoever transgresses the prohibition against you, you

transgress likewise against him. And fear Allah, and know that Allah is with Al-Muttaqun (the

pious - see V.2:2) .

195. And spend in the Cause of Allah (i.e. Jihad of all kinds, etc.) and do not throw

yourselves into destruction (by not spending your wealth in the Cause of Allah),

and do good. Truly, Allah loves Al-Muhsinun (the good-doers).

As you see in above,allowable war is defense one only.The strongest merit may be
their overwhelming solidarity of believers with zakah(=mutual care) and
holy war against invader.

2.183:O you who have believed, decreed upon you is fasting as it was decreed upon those

before you that you may become righteous -

2.184:[Fasting for] a limited number of days. So whoever among you is ill or on a journey

[during them] - then an equal number of days [are to be made up]. And upon those who are

able [to fast, but with hardship] - a ransom [as substitute] of feeding a poor person [each

day]. And whoever volunteers excess - it is better for him. But to fast is best for you, if you

only knew.

Coming climate violence era would compel us all fasting !!!

With fasting,can we be generous and mercyful to others ??!!.

Yes ,the religion revelates us all coming future !!!.

[４]: The Deadly W Debts has been threatening

30. Ar-Rum.219. They ask you (O Muhammad ) concerning alcoholic drink and gambling.

Say: "In them is a great sin, and (some) benefit for men, but the sin of them is greater than

their benefit." And they ask you what they ought to spend. Say: "That which is beyond your

needs." Thus Allah makes clear to you His Laws in order that you may give thought."
＊Note also USA once baned alcholic drink.

＊Surplus is beyond our needs, which has become the fatal huge debts at now.

0＝Total Bonds－Total Debts



http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

The world at now has been facing outrageous crisises due tothe huge W debts in global
finace and CO2 in atmosphere.
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf

Both has been due to peoples of greedy with lawless(anti-order).We have been wrong,

So something extra-ordinal reforming must be necessary for salvation.

The world at now has been facing outrageous crisis due to the huge W debts in global
finance and CO2 in atmosphere.Both has been due to peoples of greedy with lawless

(anti-order).We have been wrong,So something extra-ordinal reforming must be necessary

for salvation.

Summary :
So far author's reading on the holy scripture,those are entirely great LOGIC in order to

accomplish decent ordered society by massive social agreement(belief on God＝

truth,justice,and love).Strong teach on the uniqueness on God is the decisive purpose to

accomplish believer's decisive solidarity against many evil temptations.If a society has

internal difficult disputes,there are something wrong in believer's decisive solidarity
(＝betrayals).Also in author's observation ,a society without the belief becomes lawless

(divide ned selfish one toward catastrophe)one obsessed and ruled by strong illusions due

to Satan.

The Bible,Thessalonians 2/1-12,
Proclaiming himself to be the man of lawlessness,and the son of perdition;who oppose

and exalts himself above all that is called God or is worshiped,he goes to sit on the temple of

God,proclaiming himself God.The coming of the lawless one will,by the power of Satan,with

all kind of miracles,signs and lying wonders,and all with deception of wickedness for

those who perish because they received not the love of truth and be saved.Therefore God

sends them there strong delusion,that they should belive a lie,so that all those who

believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness will be condemned.

http://www.777true.net/
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf


Supplement:
＊Author has poor knowledge on the actuality of religion at that societies.However he may

understand the purpose and method of the religion. It is so to say a Total Politics.

Religion and Politics never be separable.That is,individual salvation is a lie,while only total

salvation is true.

＊It is too evident for oligarchy that the genuine religion has been the most threatening for

their highest status, it is which that caused perpetual class struggle wars(between who rule

and who are ruled) in modern world history. Then note unprecedented capitalism prosperity

era in WEST(Christian nations) may be a bribery for massive people not to be against their

oligarchy regime. Now not only Islam nations,but also Russian and China(former(?)

communism nations without hereditary regime(?)) are framed up enemy of WEST at now.

＊Maybe it is mentioned in above that need Islamism,which might be a final salvation culture

in coming climate hell world. So that Christian must prove their genuine-ness by their action.

＊Most of so called populists claim "some wealth for poor",but, by now,author couldn't

employ populism. The actuality demands everyone must become equally poor to save

all(populism) in deadly climate crisis world !!!, but with enjoyment in long lasting

Ramadan Festival(populism). Then imagine operation which is forced to choice people to

live and one not ,which could not be nothing ,but causing more confusions. Certainly this

serious,but unavoidable problem must be carefully calculated to accomplish previous
agreement in deadly climate crisis world. Thereby people will do their best.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

＊Those who wish own stability must care whole stability<Nichiren>.

＊In any nation in any era,there emerge admirable prophets by similar mechanism of

God,so all of us must go together by hands to hands<Hizuki Shinji>

http://www.777true.net/
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

